KNG Encryption Overview

RELM KNG Series radios are available with optional encryption features to support secure tactical communication.
Implementing standards based encryption protocols as defined in TIA-102.AAAD Block Encryption Protocol assures
interoperability. RELM radios with encryption have been validated to the National Institute of Standards (NIST) FIPS140-2 program, providing assurance that encryption services are implemented in a secure and meaningful way.
Encryption Algorithms - RELM provides both Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 256 bit key length encryption as well
as Data Encryption Standard (DES) 56 bit key length encryption. In general, encryption keys of less than 128 bits are no
longer considered to be secure. US Federal government agencies were required to transition to AES by May 2007.
Availability of DES operation remains important to enable interoperability with legacy systems. While DES operation
does provide a level of privacy from casual listeners, it should not be considered secure.
Encryption Keysets – KNG Series radios currently support two keysets of up to 32 keys each. Keys can be either DES or
AES.
Encryption Keyloading - RELM KNG Series radios are compatible with the Project 25 Encryption Keyload Standard. Any
key loading device that implements this standard can be used to load KNG radios utilizing RELM keyload cables. KNG
Series radios have been proven compatible with the KVL-3000+ series keyload devices.
Encrypted Operation - Conventional channels or trunked talk groups can be programmed for clear only, user selectable
clear/encrypted or encrypted only. If the channel is configured as selectable, customer programming software is used to
program the clear/secure activation key. Customer programming software links the channel/talk group with a
predefined (default) key. For conventional channels, the key picklist function can be used to select a different key for
transmit. For receive operation, the radio will automatically select the correct key provided it is available in the radio.
Manual Key Management - KNG Series implement infinite key retention which preserves encryption keys in the event of
power loss to the radio unit. KNG Series radios provide for a programmable function key which allows all keys in the
radio unit to be deleted or zeroized. Encryption keys may also be deleted using a keyload device.
Over the Air Rekey - KNG Series radios are also compatible with Project 25 Standards for Over-the-Air Rekeying (OTAR).
This option allows for an infrastructure system to maintain encryption keys in a KNG Series radio. Once an initial
encryption key configuration has been downloaded to the radio, an OTAR system can manage encryption keys wirelessly
without physical contact with the radio. Management of keys can include downloading new keys or deleting existing
keys in the radio. This option supports best practice for secure operation.
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